ANNEX IV

NOTIFICATION OF END OF CONSULTATIONS FOLLOWING THE OPPOSITION PROCEDURE

[Select one, “X”:] □ PDO □ PGI □ TSG

1. NAME OF PRODUCT
   [as given in Official Journal (OJ) publication]

2. OFFICIAL REFERENCE [AS GIVEN IN OFFICIAL JOURNAL (OJ) PUBLICATION]
   Reference number:
   Date of OJ publication:

3. RESULT OF CONSULTATIONS
   3.1 Agreement was reached with the following opponent(s):
      [annex copies of letters showing agreement and all the factors that enabled the agreement
   3.2 Agreement was not reached with the following opponent(s):
      [annex the information referred to in the last sentence of the second subparagraph of Article
      51(3) of Regulation (EU) No 1151/2012]

4. PRODUCT SPECIFICATION AND SINGLE DOCUMENT
   4.1 The product specification has been amended:
      … Yes* … No
      *If ‘Yes’, annex description of amendments and the amended product specification
   4.2 The single document has been amended (only for PDO and PGI):
      … Yes** … No
      *If ‘Yes’, annex copy of updated document

5. DATED AND SIGNED

   _______________________________________________________________
   [Name]
   [Department/Organisation]
   [Address]
   [Telephone: +]
   [e-mail address: ]